
1. Introduction
Rapid and deep reductions in greenhouse gas emissions are necessary to limit the harm to people around the 
world expected due to climate change over the 21st Century (IPCC, 2022). However, increasing awareness of 
the failure of global climate policy to bring about the rate of change in the global economic system necessary 
to meet the 1.5°C global warming level (van de Ven et al., 2023; UN Environment Programme, 2022; Sognnaes 
et  al.,  2021) identified in the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC,  2015) has led some to consider the use of solar 
geoengineering—the deliberate cooling of the planet by reflecting away incoming sunlight—to reduce these 
harms (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2021). Such consideration has been made 
more urgent by the large changes in the climate system already observed at 1.1°C of warming (Gulev et al., 2021), 
changes which are particularly stark in the polar regions (Pörtner et al., 2019). Recent work has demonstrated the 
significant risk that several cryospheric tipping elements in the Earth system, including abrupt boreal permafrost 
thaw, and collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, may become active at global temperatures below the Paris 
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agreement target of 2°C warming (Armstrong McKay et al., 2022; Lenton et al., 2019). The potential for such 
near-term tipping points provides an additional urgency to consideration of targeted geoengineering in the polar 
regions, and to developing our understanding of the impacts of global geoengineering on the polar regions.

In the four decades since regular satellite observations of the Arctic began, the region has warmed nearly four 
times faster than the global average (Rantanen et al., 2022), the sea-ice extent in late Summer has declined by 
approximately 50% (Fetterer et  al.,  2017, updated 2023), and the sea-ice volume by perhaps 75% (Kwok & 
Rothrock, 2009; Notz & Stroeve, 2018). On land, snow cover extent and duration is falling rapidly across the 
Arctic (Mudryk et  al.,  2020), and permafrost temperatures are increasing globally, by around 0.3°C over the 
last 20 years (Biskaborn et al., 2019). The Greenland ice sheet is losing mass at an accelerating rate (Bamber 
et  al.,  2018; The IMBIE Team, 2020), and may pass a tipping point into decline on millennial timescales at 
temperatures below 2°C global warming (Pattyn et al., 2018).

Antarctic sea ice reached its lowest extent on record in 2022 (Fetterer et al., 2017, updated 2023). Currently, the 
summer Antarctic sea ice is tracking once again at record low values in early 2023, leading to speculation that 
a signal from anthropogenic warming in Antarctic sea ice cover is finally emerging, amongst the noise of large 
inter-annual variability. Regionally, strong amplification of warming and sea-ice loss is observed in the Antarctic 
Peninsula (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2018; Siegert et al., 2019) and parts of the vulnerable West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
may be approaching, or even have already passed, tipping points leading to collapse on multi-century to millen-
nial timescales (Armstrong McKay et al., 2022; Joughin et al., 2014).

These dramatic changes are expected to continue over the coming decades. Projections from the CMIP6 model 
ensemble find that it is likely already too late to save Arctic summer sea ice using emissions reductions alone 
(Notz & Community, 2020); Ice-free summers are predicted by the majority of models under even the IPCC's 
lowest emissions scenario, SSP1-1.9, which reaches net zero around 2050 (Notz & Community, 2020). Extrap-
olating the approximately linear relationship between Arctic sea-ice and cumulative CO2 emissions, ice-free 
summers would be expected after around 20 further years of current annual emissions (Notz & Stroeve, 2018).

Change in the polar regions does not remain isolated there. As the coverage of reflective ice and snow decreases, 
more solar radiation is absorbed, further increasing global temperatures (Pistone et al., 2014). The release of meth-
ane and CO2 from thawing permafrost adds substantially to the global burden of greenhouse gases (Comyn-Platt 
et al., 2018; MacDougall et al., 2015; Schuur et al., 2022); Gasser et al. (2018) estimate that CO2 and CH4 emis-
sions from permafrost thaw would use up approximately 10% of the remaining emissions budget, measured from 
2017, to remain under 2°C warming. Polar change also contributes to global sea level rise. Mass loss from the 
ice sheets is the most uncertain contribution to projections of sea level rise (Edwards et al., 2021), and dominates 
sea level rise projections on the timescale of several centuries (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Sea level rise exceeding 
1 m by 2100, while unlikely, is plausible if widespread onset of dynamic ice sheet instabilities occurs (DeConto 
& Pollard, 2016). Finally, rapid Arctic warming and the loss of sea-ice may increase extreme weather in the 
mid-latitudes (Cohen et al., 2014; Horton et al., 2015) through changes to the dynamics of the jet-stream and 
high-latitude modes of variability (De & Wu, 2019; Francis & Vavrus, 2012; Overland et al., 2016).

Solar geoengineering, or Solar Radiation Modification (SRM) refers to a set of proposed techniques by which 
global warming due to anthropogenic GHG emissions could be offset or partially offset by making the earth more 
reflective and so decreasing the solar energy absorbed (Shepherd, 2009). Various methods have been proposed 
for achieving SRM. Stratospheric Aerosol Injection (SAI) is the leading proposal, but others include marine 
cloud brightening and sea-ice surface albedo modification. Cirrus cloud thinning is not technically SRM since it 
would alter the Earth's outgoing longwave radiation rather than the incoming solar radiation, but it shares various 
features with SRM so will be discussed in that context. While most research on SRM has focused on global appli-
cations, all the options listed above could be used in a regionally targeted manner, with at least some control of the 
latitudinal profile of cooling applied. Motivations for using this kind of targeted polar geoengineering which have 
been proposed in the literature include: to counteract the rapid climate change ongoing in the Arctic (Caldeira 
& Wood, 2008; MacCracken, 2016; Moore et al., 2014; Tilmes et al., 2014); to prevent the onset of positive 
temperature feedbacks (Desch et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2015); and to reduce risks of large and rapid sea level 
rise arising from loss of ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica (Irvine et al., 2018). It has also been suggested 
that using high latitude injection as part of a global SAI strategy might unlock new regions of the "design space" 
for SAI, and thus give greater control of the resulting climate (Ban-Weiss & Caldeira, 2010; Kravitz et al., 2016; 
Y. Zhang et al., 2022).
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In this review, we draw on multiple lines of evidence to assess how SAI is expected to impact polar climate. In 
Section 2, we introduce solar geoengineering in more detail. In Section 3, we assess the impact of global SAI 
scenarios on the polar regions. We first consider the temperature response in the high latitudes, and the reasons 
for polar under-cooling and a suppressed seasonal cycle which are observed under low-latitude SAI. We then 
assess in turn the impacts of SAI on sea-ice, hydrology, permafrost, polar contributions to sea level rise, and 
ocean heat transport in the high latitudes. Next, in Section 4, we assess how these impacts on climate differ 
when SAI is instead targeted to the polar regions, using injection at high latitude. Finally, in Section 5, we briefly 
review methods other than SAI by which geoengineering could be enacted in the polar regions. Sections 6 and 7 
summarize and propose future research directions.

2. Solar Geoengineering
Stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI) is a proposed technique to mimic the cooling effects of volcanic eruptions 
by injecting aerosols or their precursors into the stratosphere, where they would scatter some incoming shortwave 
radiation (Shepherd, 2009). SAI is generally considered the most plausible geoengineering method, at least for 
global applications, because of its low cost, plausible near-term readiness, large possible climate forcing, and rela-
tive safety (Shepherd, 2009). Observations of past volcanic eruptions give evidence of the effectiveness of inject-
ing sulfate aerosols and the risk of serious unforeseen consequences (Halstead, 2018). Various methods have been 
proposed for injecting the aerosols, including balloons, airships and artillery, but the most cost-effective option 
would likely be a fleet of custom-built aircraft (Moriyama et al., 2017). SAI is likely to be inexpensive compared 
to the cost of emissions mitigation and well within the budgets of large states; cost estimates are typically in the 
low tens of billions per year (Moriyama et al., 2017; Smith, 2020).

The stratospheric circulation would spread any injected aerosols rapidly across all longitudes (e.g., Robock 
et al., 2008) and so SAI cooling cannot in general be limited to a particular region, unlike in the case of marine 
cloud brightening (e.g., Latham et al., 2014). However, the choice of injection location and timing would give some 
control over the resulting latitudinal profile of cooling under SAI (Kravitz et al., 2016). As a result, there is the 
potential for SAI deployment to control more than one feature of the climate system simultaneously, for example, 
global mean temperature and equator-to-pole temperature gradient (Kravitz et al., 2016; Y. Zhang et al., 2022). 
Stratospheric circulation tends to push aerosols toward the poles (Kravitz et al., 2017; Robock  et al., 2008), so 
generating aerosol burdens which peak at the poles by using high latitude injection is likely possible, as is seen in 
the simulations of W. R. Lee et al. (2021b). Simulations of this type of "polar" SAI deployment are examined in 
Section 4. The degree of this localization should not be overstated. With injection at latitudes poleward of 60°N, 
various studies using different models have found that the resulting aerosol burdens extend southwards into the 
Northern Hemisphere tropics (Dai et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2015; W. R. Lee et al., 2021b; Robock et al., 2008).

It has been suggested (e.g., W. R. Lee et al., 2021b) that since the tropopause in the polar regions is typically 
below altitudes reached by commercial aircraft, sub-polar injection could use existing aircraft designs. While this 
is true, Smith et al. (2022) argue it would be more economical to develop purpose-built aircraft, as has also been 
reported for lower latitude injection strategies (Moriyama et al., 2017; Smith, 2020). Nevertheless, the reduced 
altitude requirements for injection at higher latitudes would facilitate larger payloads and thus fewer required 
planes and flights to achieve a given injection mass (Smith et al., 2022). A further consideration for the logistics 
of high latitude aerosol injection is the limited inhabited land at high latitudes in the Southern hemisphere. Other 
than Antarctic research stations, Southern Patagonia and the Falkland Islands are the only permanently inhabited 
land South of 47°S, and the Southernmost airfields in Patagonia are at around 54°S (Smith et al., 2022). In their 
assessment of an SAI strategy targeting 60°North and South deployment, Smith et al. (2022) elect to limit the 
Southern hemisphere injection to 54°S to keep the length of each flight to a minimum (it is assumed that these 
existing Patagonian airfields are used as bases). No study has assessed the feasibility or cost differential for deliv-
ering aerosols to the stratosphere at higher Southern latitudes.

Non-SAI proposals for polar geoengineering, discussed in Section 5, include marine cloud brightening (Kravitz 
et al., 2014), sea-ice surface albedo modification (Field et al., 2018; Webster & Warren, 2022), cirrus cloud thin-
ning (Storelvmo & Herger, 2014), and thickening Arctic sea ice by pumping water onto it (Desch et al., 2017). 
There are also proposals for mechanically arresting dynamic mass-loss from ice sheets in Antarctica and Green-
land (Moore et al., 2018), but an assessment of such methods falls outside the scope of this review.
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3. Impacts of Global SAI on the Polar Regions
3.1. SAI in Climate Models

In this section, we assess the impacts of global SAI on polar climate and the 
cryosphere. No large-scale field testing of SAI has been carried out. Indeed, 
tests of the climate response to SAI, such as its impact on global surface 
temperature or precipitation, would need to be of a forcing magnitude 
and  time-scale large enough (e.g., >0.1 W/m 2 over decades (MacMynowski 
et  al.,  2011)) to be difficult to distinguish from deployment (Lenferna 
et al., 2017; MacMartin & Kravitz, 2019). While the record of past climate 
response to volcanic eruptions provides important evidence, it is an imper-
fect proxy for deliberate, sustained SAI (National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine, 2021). As such, our assessment draws heavily 
on modeling, mostly in earth system models and general circulation models. 
These modeling studies typically simulate SAI by adding aerosols or their 
precursors to the model stratosphere, or in some cases, by prescribing an 
aerosol optical depth field derived from another model. A list of global 
geoengineering scenarios referenced in this review is given in Table S1 
in Supporting Information  S1 and a list of studies modeling polar SAI, 
referred to in Section 4, is given in Table 1. We will also refer throughout 
to several solar geoengineering scenarios simulated by multiple modeling 
centres under the Geoengineering Model Intercomparison Project, GeoMIP 
(Kravitz et al., 2011, 2015). These GeoMIP simulations are a vital means 
of assessing the robustness of findings in the context of large inter-model 
differences (Visioni et al., 2023).

As well as SAI simulations, we also draw on evidence from studies mode-
ling solar dimming, that is, reducing insolation, as an incomplete proxy for 
the impacts of SAI. Solar dimming simulations can capture the difference 
between the climate system response to shortwave and longwave radiative 
forcings, which is expected to be an important contributor to differences 
in surface climate under SAI (Ammann et al., 2010; Kravitz et al., 2013). 
But they exclude various other features of SAI, including the seasonal and 
spatial variability of aerosol distributions, stratospheric heating via infra-
red absorption by aerosols and changes to stratospheric chemistry (Visioni, 
MacMartin, & Kravitz, 2021). Stratospheric heating, which is expected as 
a side-effect of SAI using sulfate aerosols, would cause changes in strat-
ospheric dynamics (Aquila et  al.,  2014) which impact surface climate 
via changes in atmospheric circulation (A. Jones et  al.,  2021; Simpson 
et al., 2019). These solar dimming simulations are needed, in part, because 
of the relative paucity of SAI simulations. Comparing the modeled response 
to solar dimming and simulated aerosol injection can also be a useful means 
of diagnosing the causes of modeled surface climate changes under SAI 
(e.g., A. Jones et al., 2021).

SAI could be deployed in many ways. The altitude, particle species, and, 
in particular, latitude and season of injection would all affect the impact 
of SAI on polar climate (Visioni et al., 2020; Y. Zhang et al., 2022). In this 
review we consider the impacts on polar climate of two categories of SAI 
separately; (a) “global SAI,” in which aerosols are injected in the tropics 
or subtropics (at or equatorward of 30°) or uniformly across all latitudes, 
and (b) “polar SAI,” in which aerosols are injected in the sub-polar or polar 
regions (at or poleward of 60°) only. In recent years, various studies, begin-
ning with Kravitz et al. (2017), have modeled more complex SAI deploy-
ments in which injections at several latitudes are varied in response to the Ta
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evolving simulated climate. These deployments make use of feedback algorithms, altering injections year-by-year 
to control features of the modeled climate system. The Geoengineering Large Ensemble, GLENS (Tilmes 
et al., 2018), is an example of this type of simulation. GLENS is a 20-member ensemble of SAI simulations in 
the Community Earth System Model (CESM), with varying injection magnitude at ±15°N/S and ±30°N/S to 
control three features of the climate: global mean temperature, inter-hemispheric temperature gradient, and the 
equator-to-pole temperature gradient. Here we class these deployments as "global."

3.2. Temperature of the Polar Regions

There is multi-model consensus that SAI would reduce both Arctic and Antarctic annual-mean temperatures 
(Berdahl et al., 2014; Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021). However, for a given global mean surface 
temperature cooling, many SAI simulations show an over-cooling of the tropics and under-cooling of the polar 
regions, particularly in the Northern Hemisphere (Berdahl et al., 2014; Govindasamy & Caldeira, 2000; Visioni, 
MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021). This means that while SAI is highly effective at reducing temperature 
changes, there is, in general, a greater Arctic amplification of warming modeled under SAI at a speficic global warm-
ing level as compared to a world at the same warming level under GHG forcing only (Berdahl et al., 2014; Ridley & 
Blockley, 2018). This pattern has been found under simulations of solar dimming (Govindasamy & Caldeira, 2000; 
Henry & Merlis, 2020; Kravitz et al., 2013; MacMartin et al., 2013; Tilmes et al., 2018), SAI using tropical injection 
(Berdahl et al., 2014; Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2015), and SAI using a spatially 
uniform aerosol optical depth (Ridley & Blockley, 2018). However, SAI simulations with sufficient injection at 
off-equatorial latitudes have been found to strongly reduce this effect (Kravitz et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2022).

The annual-mean radiative forcing from a uniform decrease in insolation has greater meridional gradient than the 
longwave forcing from increased greenhouse gas concentrations (Govindasamy et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2019). 
This difference explains part of the under-cooling of the polar regions seen under solar dimming scenarios, 
such as the GeoMIP scenario G1 (Henry & Merlis, 2020; Kravitz et  al., 2013). A second, potentially larger, 
contribution to this polar under-cooling arises due to the differing vertical profile of temperature change induced 
by solar forcing versus CO2 forcing. In the tropics, convection returns the tropospheric lapse rate toward the 
moist adiabat, meaning lapse rate changes with temperature are approximately independent of the forcing type 
(Xu & Emanuel, 1989). However, in the polar regions, where the troposphere is typically stable against moist 
convection, this is not the case (Cronin & Jansen, 2016; Henry & Merlis, 2020). Warming from increased CO2 
is strongly trapped near the surface in the polar regions, giving rise to the positive lapse rate feedback which is 
a major contributor to Arctic amplification (Goosse et al., 2018; Pithan & Mauritsen, 2014). The magnitude of 
this positive lapse rate feedback is not independent of the type of forcing; the cooling from reduced insolation is 
more vertically homogenous and so the net effect of increased CO2 and reduced insolation is a more positive lapse 
rate feedback and residual surface warming, even with zero top of atmosphere forcing (Henry & Merlis, 2020). 
We note that Pithan and Mauritsen (2014) use top-of-atmosphere fluxes to decompose feedback contributions to 
Arctic amplification. This method does not account for interactions between radiative feedbacks and energy trans-
port (Russotto & Biasutti, 2020). Several recent studies that do include such interactions find somewhat altered 
contributions, including a positive rather than negative contribution to Arctic amplification from water vapor 
feedback when its impacts on energy transport are inlcluded (Henry et al., 2021; Russotto & Biasutti, 2020).

A third contribution to polar under-cooling arises from the latitudinal profile of aerosol optical depth. SAI 
scenarios with injection near the Equator simulate aerosol concentrations which are lower at the poles than in 
the tropics (Figure 1a). The importance of this contribution to under-cooling of the high latitudes is shown by 
Kravitz et al. (2019) through their comparison of surface temperature under equatorial injection against a scenario 
(GLENS, see Section  3.1) which controls injection latitudes in order to restore the equator-to-pole tempera-
ture gradient. This latter scenario results in a bimodal aerosol optical depth distribution which peaks in the 
mid-latitudes and strongly reduces the under-cooling of the high latitudes relative to the equatorial injection case 
(Kravitz et al., 2019). While some polar under-cooling remains in this scenario, the change in equator-to-pole 
temperature gradient is reduced by well over two thirds relative to the background scenario RCP8.5 (Tilmes 
et al., 2018). Whether under-cooling of the poles under SAI could be completely avoided under deployments with 
greater injection at higher latitudes is discussed in Section 4.

SAI might be expected to suppress the seasonal cycle at high latitudes because the radiative forcing from reflect-
ing incoming shortwave radiation is more strongly seasonal than the forcing due to GHG increases (Govindasamy 
& Caldeira, 2000; Govindasamy et al., 2003; Jiang et al., 2019; Lunt et al., 2008). SAI radiative forcing at high 
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latitudes would peak in local summer, when insolation is largest, and would be negligible during the winter when 
insolation is unimportant to the polar energy budget (Serreze et al., 2007). However, despite the lack of sunlight, 
SAI is still modeled to reduce polar temperatures during winter (Kravitz et al., 2019). Radiative forcing during 
the sunlit months has a large impact on winter-time Arctic temperatures because it changes ocean heat uptake, 
which is released back to the atmosphere in winter (Bintanja & Krikken, 2016). Additionally, cooling at lower 
latitudes can reduce winter-time poleward atmospheric and oceanic heat fluxes (Nalam et al., 2018). Overall, 
taking the Arctic region as a whole, the net effect of these different contributions is a reduction in the amplitude 
of the Arctic seasonal temperature cycle under SAI due to winter-time under-cooling, relative to a world at the 
target global mean temperature without SAI (Jiang et al., 2019). In some regions, this modeled reduction is as 
large as 40% (Jiang et al., 2019).

Regionally, a dipole-like pattern of winter-time cooling in the Arctic has been modeled under several SAI scenar-
ios, with under-cooling (i.e., residual warming compared to a baseline state at the same global mean tempera-
ture under GHG forcing only) over Northern Eurasia, Greenland, and most of the Eastern Arctic Ocean, and 
over-cooling over the Canadian Archipelago and Western Arctic Ocean (Banerjee et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2019; 
A. Jones et al., 2021; Kravitz et al., 2019). The cause of this pattern appears to be, at least in part, that infra-red 
absorption by sulfate aerosols warms the lower stratosphere, particularly in the tropics, resulting in changes in 
atmospheric circulation which are associated with winter-time surface warming over Northern Eurasia (Banerjee 
et  al.,  2021; A. Jones et  al.,  2021). Volcanic eruptions provide some real-world verification for this finding. 
Winter-time Eurasian warming has been observed (Shindell et  al.,  2004; Wunderlich & Mitchell,  2017) and 
modeled (Pauling et al., 2021) following large volcanic eruptions, although recent evidence suggests that these 
observed winter-warming events following eruptions may have been due to natural variability rather than the 
volcanic forcing, as a significantly larger stratospheric aerosol loading is required than was present under these 
eruptions for the signal to be detectable (Polvani et al., 2019).

The proposed mechanism by which SAI causes winter-time warming in Northern Eurasia is that stratospheric 
warming due to near-infrared absorption by aerosols in the tropics increases the equator-to-pole temperature 
gradient in the stratosphere, especially in winter. This results in a strengthened polar vortex leading to a more 
positive-NAO like tropospheric circulation (Banerjee et al., 2021; Thompson & Wallace, 2001), which is asso-
ciated with winter warming over Northern Eurasia (A. Jones et  al.,  2021; Robock,  2000). In contrast to the 

Figure 1. Zonal mean stratospheric aerosol optical depth (AOD) under equatorial and Arctic injection. (a) AOD under the GeoMIP scenario G6sulfur. In 
UKESM1-0-LL and IPSL-CM6A-LR aerosols are injected uniformly between 10°S and 10°N, and at a single longitude, while in CESM2-WACCM injection is on the 
equator. (b) Annual mean AOD in the model CESM1-WACCM under Arctic injection of 12 Tg SO2 per year, with injection at approximately 15 km altitude and limited 
to the months of March, April and May. Black vertical lines show the latitude of injection in each of the three cases. In (a) we plot AOD for the three earth system 
models which have simulated aerosol transport under the G6sulfur scenario. The magnitude of injection varies between models. Where multiple ensemble members are 
available shading indicates the ensemble spread and the line indicates the ensemble mean. The number of ensemble members available in each case is given in brackets. 
The stratospheric aerosol optical depth output was not available for CESM2-WACCM so in this case we show the difference in whole atmosphere aerosol optical depth 
between the G6sulfur scenario and the background scenario SSP5-8.5, which approximates the stratospheric aerosol optical depth.
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wintertime warming of Northern Eurasia, the stratospheric heating under SAI has been associated with a winter-
time cooling over much of North America (A. Jones et al., 2021) so may contribute to the increase in amplitude 
of seasonal temperature cycle under SAI in the Canadian archipelago reported by Jiang et al. (2019).

3.3. Arctic Sea Ice

Temperature is the main driver of variation in Arctic sea-ice on long timescales (Notz & Stroeve, 2018) and so 
to first order it is expected that global SAI would reduce the loss of sea ice under future warming. Such restora-
tion of sea ice by SAI has been demonstrated in modeling studies, both for solar dimming experiments (Kravitz 
et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2014) and for aerosol injection (Jiang et al., 2019; A. C. Jones et al., 2018; W. Lee 
et  al., 2020). Variation in sea-ice is also driven by atmospheric and oceanic circulation (Mallett et  al., 2021; 
Stroeve et al., 2011), local radiative equilibrium (Notz & Stroeve, 2016) and poleward latent heat fluxes (Yang & 
Magnusdottir, 2018). As such, SAI may impact sea ice independently of local temperature.

Under solar dimming scenarios, there is multi-model consensus that both Arctic and Antarctic sea-ice extents can 
be held at close to their present-day values (A. Jones et al., 2013; Kravitz et al., 2013), in contrast to large decreases 
under CO2 increases without geoengineering. Results from modeling of SAI, rather than solar dimming, are more 
mixed. Under the GeoMIP G3 and G4 scenarios, which model equatorial injection of SO2 to cool the planet by 
of order 1°C under the RCP4.5 emissions scenario, most CMIP5-era models (4/5 for the G4 scenario and 2/3 
for the G3 scenario) see a near-complete loss of Arctic September sea ice (Berdahl et al., 2014). This loss of sea 
ice occurs despite SAI causing significant (≳50%) reductions in Arctic warming trends (Berdahl et al., 2014). 
In the G4 scenario, this amounts to an Arctic cooling of approximately 1.5°C relative to RCP4.5 over the period 
of SAI (2040–2069) (Kashimura et al., 2017). Given a warming relative to pre-industrial of roughly 5°C for this 
period and scenario in the CMIP5 ensemble (Gutiérrez et al., 2021), this means that the G4 SAI scenario still sees 
around 3–4°C annual mean Arctic warming relative to pre-industrial. No study has yet assessed the difference in 
the extent of sea ice under the GeoMIP geoengineering scenarios versus without geoengineering at a given global 
temperature, so it is not yet clear to what extent the loss of sea ice under the G3 and G4 scenarios is simply a result 
of insufficient global cooling in these cases. Also, the spread in present-day September sea-ice extent simulated 
by the models assessed by Berdahl et al. (2014) is large (2–6 million km 2), casting some doubt over the robustness 
of these projections. A quantitative comparison of sea-ice extent under the G6 scenarios against their target SSP2-
4.5 could shed light on this question, but has not yet been carried out in the literature.

Several more recent single-model studies (using CMIP6-era models) show greater sea-ice preservation under 
SAI than that found for the G3 and G4 scenarios, especially under scenarios which include injection away from 
the equator. A. C. Jones et  al.  (2018) find that Arctic sea-ice extent is successfully stabilized under globally 
uniform SO2 injection to hold global temperatures at 1.5°C above pre-industrial. This scenario sees Arctic annual 
mean warming restricted to approximately 3–5°C above historic at end-century (A. C. Jones et al., 2018). Under 
the GLENS scenario (see Section 3.1), which holds the equator-to-pole temperature gradients approximately 
constant in addition to global mean temperature, SAI is effective at restoring both the summer minimum sea-ice 
and the winter maximum (Jiang et al., 2019; Kravitz et al., 2019). In fact, Arctic sea-ice extent at the September 
minimum under GLENS is increased by approximately 50% relative to the 2020 baseline (Jiang et al., 2019). 
This stark increase in summer sea-ice under GLENS contrasts with a reduction in the March maximum extent 
by 8% relative to the 2020 baseline. A greater restoration of the summer sea-ice minimum than the winter maxi-
mum, and consequent dampening of the seasonal sea-ice cycle is a common finding across models and scenarios 
(Berdahl et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2019; W. R. Lee et al., 2021b). In the GLENS case, the under-restoration of 
winter sea-ice extent may be related to the 20% speed-up of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 
(AMOC) observed in this simulation (Fasullo et al., 2018). The AMOC, which transports heat into the North 
Atlantic, is anti-correlated with lagged sea-ice extent in the control simulations of various general circulation 
models, particularly in winter (Day et al., 2012; Li et al., 2018; Mahajan et al., 2011), and it has been suggested 
that a near-term slowdown in the Atlantic heat transport might delay the sea ice in coming decades (Yeager 
et al., 2015; R. Zhang, 2015). This AMOC speed-up observed under GLENS is, however, not reproduced under 
SAI scenarios in a later version of the same model (Tilmes et al., 2020), see Section 3.8.

Year-to-year variability of sea-ice volume is driven in large part by atmospheric circulation, including the local 
wind fields, controlled in part by the Arctic oscillation (AO) (Mallett et al., 2021; Stroeve et al., 2011). A nega-
tive phase of the AO is associated with the retention of sea ice through the summer melt season, and therefore a 
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positive anomaly in September sea ice (Rigor et al., 2002; Stroeve et al., 2011). The negative AO phase promotes 
an anticyclonic anomaly associated with increased ice transport from the Western to the Eastern Arctic, where 
ice is more likely to thicken against the Siberian coast (Stroeve et al., 2011). By contrast, a positive AO phase is 
associated with more formation of thin ice which is prone to melting in the season (Rigor et al., 2002; Stroeve 
et  al., 2011). Tropical lower stratospheric heating occurring as a side-effect of SAI has been associated with 
driving positive NAO-like atmospheric conditions, which are highly correlated with positive AO conditions 
(Simpkins, 2021), in two earth system models, UKESM1 and CESM2-WACCM6 (A. Jones et al., 2021). Conse-
quently, it might be assumed that SAI causes a reduction in September sea ice volume via the atmospheric mech-
anism described above, and that this reduction offsets some part of the increase in volume caused by temperature 
reduction. It is possible that such a mechanism could contribute to the under-restoration of sea-ice extent in the 
equatorial injection SAI scenarios described above.

There is little consistency between models in projecting regional sea ice cover changes under SAI (Moore 
et al., 2014), and so we will not discuss these in detail here. However, relatively small changes in total sea-ice 
extent can mask large regional changes at the edge of the ice pack, including in regions with indigenous popu-
lations whose ways of life will be impacted by such change (Moore et al., 2014). Under the GLENS scenario, at 
the March maximum, total sea-ice extent falls by only 8% relative to the 2020 baseline, but this includes a large 
reduction of 30%–60% in sea ice over most of the Barents sea (Jiang et al., 2019). This region of sea ice reduc-
tion is colocated with the winter-time Northern Eurasian warming under SAI forced via stratospheric heating, 
discussed above. The strengthened AMOC in this SAI scenario (Fasullo et al., 2018) may also play a role, since 
this is associated with reduced Atlantic heat transport across the Barents Sea Opening, which itself is strongly 
anti-correlated with Barents Sea winter sea-ice extent in the CMIP5 model ensemble (Li et al., 2017).

3.4. Antarctic Sea Ice

Turning to Antarctic sea ice, there is less direct modeling evidence available, and no studies assess the response 
to SAI in detail. Under the solar dimming experiment G1, the March Antarctic summer sea ice minimum is less 
effectively preserved than the equivalent Arctic summer minimum (Kravitz et al., 2013), although there is little 
confidence in the ability of the CMIP5-era model projections used here to effectively simulate the Antarctic 
sea-ice minimum (Turner et  al.,  2013). In one single-model study, simulations of SAI used to restore global 
temperature to its twentieth century level under RCP8.5 show an incomplete restoration of Antarctic sea ice, 
with reduced concentration across most of the marginal ice zone (McCusker et al., 2015). As was the case for 
Arctic sea ice, greater off-equatorial injection appears to be more effective at restoring Antarctic sea-ice. Jiang 
et al. (2019) find that the GLENS SAI scenario is effective at restoring Antarctic sea-ice, both at summer mini-
mum and, to a lesser extent, at winter maximum.

Simulations of volcanic eruptions and nuclear winter provide an additional source of evidence for potential SAI 
impacts on Antarctic sea ice. Antarctic sea ice is less strongly promoted by cooling following volcanic eruptions 
than Arctic sea ice (Pauling et  al., 2021; Zanchettin et  al.,  2014). An absolute reduction in Antarctic sea-ice 
extent and volume has even been modeled in the years following simulated forcing from large volcanic eruptions 
(Zanchettin et al., 2014) and nuclear winter (Coupe et al., 2023), despite global cooling of up to 10°C in these 
scenarios. This surprising result is associated with increased upwelling and incursions of warmer waters to the 
sea ice region due to a poleward shift of the polar jet and strengthened westerlies close to the Antarctic coastline, 
as well as a poleward shift of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, all of which are attributed to tropical lower strat-
ospheric heating from absorption of insolation by the lofted sulfate aerosols or soot (Coupe et al., 2023; Verona 
et al., 2019). The soot injected under nuclear winter scenarios is more strongly absorbing than sulfate aerosols, 
so stratospheric heating and its effects are expected to be amplified in these scenarios relative to volcanic erup-
tions and SAI (Coupe & Robock, 2021). However, this mechanism has also been simulated under SAI forcing 
(McCusker et al., 2015). The observational record of Antarctic sea ice is too short to assess the impact of eruptions 
in the context of large internal variability (Zanchettin et al., 2014), but a suggestive warm anomaly was observed 
in the Weddel Sea off the Antarctic Peninsula, following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo (Verona et al., 2019).

Reductions in Antarctic sea ice are not seen under simulations of smaller scale nuclear war (Coupe et al., 2023) 
and volcanic eruptions (Zanchettin et al., 2014). This suggests a threshold forcing, at least in the nuclear winter 
case; for cooling magnitudes smaller than this threshold, the increase in sea ice due to global cooling outweighs 
the reduction in sea ice due to dynamic effects (Coupe et al., 2023). If such a threshold exists for sulfate injection, 
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the modeled SAI scenarios referenced above simulate forcings below it, since in all cases Antarctic sea ice 
shows an incomplete restoration by SAI rather than an absolute reduction (Jiang et al., 2019; Kravitz et al., 2013; 
McCusker et al., 2015).

3.5. Permafrost

At large scales, the permafrost area is determined principally by the mean annual surface air temperature, 
although other factors such as the depth of snow cover and hydrology also have an impact (Burke et al., 2020; 
Chadburn et al., 2017). SAI reduces mean annual surface temperatures in permafrost regions and so would be 
expected to reduce the loss of permafrost. There is limited direct modeling of permafrost changes under SAI, 
but in all cases, SAI is indeed found to reduce GHG emissions from permafrost degradation during its period of 
deployment (Chen et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2019; H. Lee et al., 2019; W. R. Lee et al., 2023; Liu 
et al., 2023). Two recent multi-model studies assessed the permafrost response under the G6sulfur SAI scenario 
(Chen et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023). SAI is found to offset a large fraction of the permafrost carbon loss under 
SSP5-8.5 (Chen et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023). However, Chen et al. (2023) show that the winter-time Northern 
Eurasian warming under this scenario described in Section 3.2 raises annual mean soil temperatures and prevents 
a full restoration of permafrost extent to that of the target scenario; 39% of baseline permafrost extent is retained 
under G6sulfur, as compared to 45% under the target scenario SSP2-4.5 (Chen et al., 2023). These findings are 
broadly in line with the only previous multi-model assessment of permafrost response to SAI (Chen et al., 2020), 
which found that in the ensemble mean of seven earth system models running the GeoMIP SAI scenario G4, 
which injects less aerosols than are required to fully offset warming, cumulative CO2 emissions from permafrost 
melting by 2070 are halved under the geoengineering scenario G4 relative to RCP4.5.

There is some evidence that with greater extra-tropical injection, SAI can more effectively limit permafrost 
loss. H. Lee et al. (2019) simulate that Northern Hemisphere high latitude soil temperature and permafrost area 
are maintained approximately constant under an SAI deployment which offset. all high-latitude warming under 
SSP5-8.5. Similarly, Jiang et al. (2019) report that SAI effectively prevents permafrost loss under the GLENS 
deployment scenario, which offset.  almost all high-latitude warming, with a 5% loss in Arctic annual mean 
permafrost area, as opposed to an 83% loss by end of century under RCP8.5. The inter-model spread of perma-
frost carbon release can be several times larger than the spread between scenarios with and without geoengineer-
ing (Chen et al., 2020). Also, process models forced by the outputs of earth system models can show qualitatively 
different permafrost carbon evolution to the earth system models themselves (Liu et al., 2023). As a result, these 
single-model findings (Jiang et al., 2019; H. Lee et al., 2019; W. R. Lee et al., 2023) should be treated with some 
caution.

3.6. Polar Hydrology

A strong intensification of the hydrological cycle at high latitudes is expected under warming over the 21st 
century. This is largely energetically driven, that is, increased tropospheric temperatures drive greater radiative 
cooling to space which balances the local latent heat release from increased precipitation (Pithan & Jung, 2021). 
Arctic precipitation is expected to increase by 30%–60% under RCP8.5 (Bintanja, 2018; Bintanja & Selten, 2014) 
and Antarctic precipitation by approximately 50% (Tewari et al., 2022) by 2100. The fraction of this precipitation 
which falls as rain is also expected to rise, with several regions of the Arctic expected to see more than half of 
their precipitation fall as rain rather than snow under 1.5°C global warming (McCrystall et al., 2021). Arctic 
June snow cover declined at over 10% per decade over the last 50 years (Pörtner et al., 2019), predominantly due 
to increasing surface temperatures. Under SAI, these changes to polar hydrology are expected to reduce. In the 
GLENS SAI scenario, precipitation (P), evaporation (E), and water availability (P−E) are all reduced relative to 
RCP8.5 in the high latitudes of both hemispheres (Simpson et al., 2019), and P-E is restored to be statistically 
indistinguishable from present day in most high northern latitude land regions under the GLENS scenario (Irvine 
& Keith, 2020). Similarly, in a scenario in which a globally uniform stratospheric aerosol distribution offsets all 
global-mean warming under a doubling of CO2, Nalam et al. (2018) find changes in polar rainfall and snowfall 
which are reduced by an order of magnitude relative to the doubled CO2 world. Under a scenario of equatorial 
injection, there is multi-model consensus that Arctic under-cooling is accompanied by a residual increase in 
precipitation, although with significant inter-model spread (Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021). 
There is no agreement between models on the sign of residual change in Antarctic precipitation relative to the 
control under equatorial injection (Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021).
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3.7. Ice Sheets and Sea Level Rise

Polar regions contribute to sea level rise principally via changes to the amount of ice on land in the form of ice 
sheets and glaciers. These changes are driven by the sum of surface mass balance (SMB), ocean-driven melt, and 
dynamic losses at the ice edge (calving). In the case of Greenland, observed ice sheet mass loss is approximately 
half due to surface melting and half due to dynamic losses (van den Broeke et al., 2009), whereas for the Antarc-
tic, mass loss is mostly due to ocean-driven melt and calving causing the retreat and loss of thickness in outlet 
glaciers draining the vulnerable West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Bamber et al., 2018). Mass gain occurs via accumula-
tion of precipitation in both cases. Irvine et al. (2018) recently reviewed the literature on the impact of SAI on sea 
level rise so we give only a brief overview here.

The surface mass balance is the net change in ice mass due to accumulation (from snowfall) and ablation (from 
evaporation, sublimation and run-off), it does not include ice lost to calving and melting in contact with the ocean. 
Irvine et al. (2018) argue that solar geoengineering may be more effective at restoring surface mass balance than 
temperature by around 10%, since SAI reduces downward shortwave radiation, which is an important source of 
energy for surface melting of ice sheets. In agreement with this, Fettweis et al. (2021) find that solar dimming 
reduces the surface melt of the Greenland Ice Sheet by ∼6% more than an equivalent global cooling by GHG 
emissions reduction, due to the reduction in downward shortwave energy flux.

However, in simulations of SAI as opposed to solar dimming, an increase in downward shortwave radiation over 
Greenland and the high northern latitudes has been found (W. R. Lee et al., 2023; Moore et al., 2019). W. R. Lee 
et al. (2023) attribute this to a decrease in cloud cover. Under such an increase in downward shortwave flux we 
might expect SAI to be less effective than emissions mitigation at reducing surface melt at a given temperature. 
However, outgoing longwave radiation at high northern latitudes is also increased by the reduction in Arctic cloud 
cover in this simulation (W. R. Lee et al., 2023). Overall, W. R. Lee et al. (2023) find that SMB under their SAI 
scenario is approximately equal to that during a reference period with statistically identical mean temperature 
over Greenland. In the only inter-model comparison of Greenland SMB under SAI, Moore et al. (2019) find that 
the G4 SAI scenario reduces surface run-off relative to the emissions scenario (RCP4.5) from which it branches 
by only approximately 20% in the multi-model mean of 4 models. This relative ineffectiveness at maintaining 
SMB appears to be related to an under-cooling of local temperatures over Greenland found in several models in 
this scenario.

In contrast to Greenland, Antarctic surface mass balance is dominated by accumulation, since it is too cold for 
significant surface melting (Mottram et al., 2021). Accumulation in Antarctica is expected to increase this century 
under global warming because of increased snowfall (Lenaerts et al., 2016). The negative contribution to sea level 
rise from this increased snowfall would decline under SAI, which is expected to suppress high-latitude precip-
itation increases in both hemispheres (Irvine et al., 2018; Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021). 
At present, though, the Antarctic ice sheet mass loss from outlet glaciers, mostly in the West Antarctic, is larger 
than the mass gain from snowfall (Rignot et al., 2019; The IMBIE Team, 2018), and this is expected to remain 
the case through the 21st century (Edwards et al., 2021; Seroussi et al., 2020). It is therefore also important to 
consider  the ability of SAI to prevent this “dynamic” ice sheet mass loss. There is deep uncertainty over the 
drivers of this dynamic mass loss so the impact of SAI is difficult to predict (Irvine et al., 2018). Mass loss from 
outlet glaciers is facilitated by the thinning and disintegration of ice shelves, which are floating extensions of ice 
sheets. The loss of ice shelves does not in itself contribute to sea level rise, but removes their buttressing effect 
and thus increases  the rate of mass-loss from marine terminating glaciers, which do contribute to sea level rise 
(Favier et al., 2014; Pritchard et al., 2012).

Basal melting is an important contributor to the loss of ice shelves and is sensitive to sub-surface ocean tempera-
tures (Pollard et al., 2015). In Antarctica, intrusion of relatively warm circumpolar deep water onto the continen-
tal shelf, which can be caused by wind-driven upwelling, is associated with strong basal melting of ice shelves 
(Thoma et al., 2008). One study has found that SAI fails to fully restore winds over the Southern Ocean, leaving a 
residual westerly wind stress on the ocean around Antarctica (McCusker et al., 2015). As a result, in this scenario 
SAI does not prevent the upwelling of warm waters near Antarctic ice shelves, especially around vulnerable 
glaciers in West Antarctica. This finding, in combination with the reduced accumulation of snow expected under 
SAI raises the possibility that SAI could have limited ability to arrest, or could even increase, the Antarctic 
contribution to sea level rise relative to GHG forced warming. The proposed mechanism identified by McCusker 
et al. (2015) depends on the lower stratospheric meridional temperature gradient induced by SAI. This gradient 
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is sensitive to both model choice and, more importantly, injection latitude (Bednarz et al., 2022). It is therefore 
unclear to what extent this limitation in the ability of SAI to prevent basal melt of Antarctic ice shelves is depend-
ent on model choice, and on the injection latitude(s) used in the SAI scenario.

The loss of sea-ice around Antarctica also likely contributes to mass loss from ice shelves and subsequent 
increased glacier outflow through several mechanisms including increased exposure to ocean swells (Massom 
et  al.,  2018), increased solar heating of ocean water and changes to ocean stratification. SAI would at least 
partially restore Antarctic sea-ice under future warming-driven losses (see Section 3.3), so would reduce this 
contribution to Antarctic sea-level rise.

Finally, while air temperatures are too cold for significant surface melting over most of the Antarctic ice sheet, 
this is not the case for all ice shelves (DeConto & Pollard, 2016), the surfaces of which are near sea-level so expe-
rience warmer temperatures than the continental Antarctic. Surface melting of ice shelves could cause disintegra-
tion via the formation of melt ponds and subsequent hydrofracturing (Bell et al., 2018; DeConto & Pollard, 2016). 
There is large uncertainty in the importance of this mechanism for ice shelf loss, but it could trigger dynamic 
instabilities in marine ice sheets (Pollard et al., 2015) causing rapid mass loss and associated large sea level rise 
this century (DeConto et al., 2021; DeConto & Pollard, 2016). SAI would reduce surface air temperatures over 
ice shelves and so reduce surface melting. However, if dynamic instabilities of marine ice sheets are already 
onset, even restoration to pre-industrial climate might be insufficient to prevent further loss (Irvine et al., 2018).

3.8. The Arctic Ocean and the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

There has been little work on the expected changes in ocean circulation caused by SAI, except for several stud-
ies on AMOC change. Under the solar dimming scenario, G1, SAI offsets most of the ∼40% weakening of 
AMOC modeled under a quadrupling of CO2, leaving AMOC slightly weakened relative to the control in the 
multi-model mean (Hong et al., 2017). Similarly, under the SAI scenario G4, which partially offsets warming 
under RCP4.5, all models show a strengthening of AMOC relative to the warming scenario (Moore et al., 2019; 
Xie et al., 2022), but in the multi-model mean AMOC is weakened by approximately 8% relative to pre-industrial 
(Xie et al., 2022). One model out of six simulating this SAI scenario shows a strengthening of AMOC relative to 
pre-industrial by approximately 5% (Xie et al., 2022).

In contrast to these findings, the GLENS SAI scenario sees a 20% strengthening of AMOC relative to present-day, 
against a projected 30% weakening under warming without SAI. This AMOC strengthening is associated with 
large residual ocean warming under GLENS relative to present-day in the Arctic and around South Green-
land (Fasullo et al., 2018). Residual ocean warming is also observed in the Antarctic under this scenario. The 
model used for the GLENS simulations (CESM1-WACCM) is not one of those simulating G4 assessed by Xie 
et al. (2022) or Moore et al. (2019), and the aerosol distribution under GLENS is very different to that under 
G4 (see Section 3.1). A more recent version of the same model (CESM2-WACCM6) does not reproduce these 
AMOC changes (Tilmes et al., 2020). Under a similar SAI scenario to GLENS, this model version finds that SAI 
reduces the slowdown of AMOC simulated under GHG-forced warming (Tilmes et al., 2020), broadly in line 
with the projections under G4 discussed above. Changes in ocean circulation, including AMOC, forced by SAI 
remain an important poorly constrained source of uncertainty in our understanding the impacts of SAI on the 
polar regions.

4. Arctic and Antarctic Climate Under Polar SAI
In this section, we examine the local and global impacts of SAI with injection at latitudes poleward of ∼60°, here-
after referred to as “polar SAI.”.The earliest study modeling polar SAI was conducted by Robock et al. (2008). 
Since that publication, we are aware of five further studies which simulate polar SAI in an earth system model or 
general circulation model, see Table 1. In addition, several studies have modeled the response to reduced inso-
lation in high latitude regions, as a simplified proxy for SAI (Caldeira & Wood, 2008; MacCracken et al., 2013; 
Tilmes et al., 2014). Two studies have modeled scenarios in which Arctic SAI or solar dimming is balanced by 
Antarctic deployment (MacCracken et al., 2013; Nalam et al., 2018). We first consider the spatial distribution of 
stratospheric aerosols which is expected following injection at high latitudes. We then assess efficiency of polar 
SAI at reducing temperature both locally in the Arctic and Antarctic, and globally, on a °C per Tg sulfate basis. 
Finally, impacts of polar SAI on sea-ice, polar hydrology, and tropical precipitation, are discussed.
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4.1. The Potential for SAI Forcing in the Polar Regions

The potential radiative forcing from SAI depends on both the local insolation and the top of atmosphere albedo. 
Stratospheric aerosols at high latitudes would have a smaller radiative forcing than at low latitudes because inso-
lation is lower, and albedo is higher (Figure 2a). Annual mean insolation averaged over the regions poleward of 
60° is approximately 45% of that at the Equator and the albedo in the polar regions is raised by the presence of ice 
and snow surfaces, and, in the Arctic, by extensive low level stratus clouds (Serreze et al., 2007). Arctic albedo 
peaks in the Spring, when sea ice and land snow cover are most extensive, and has a late-summer minimum 
(Sledd & L’Ecuyer, 2019). Considering seasonal variation in both insolation and albedo, we find that the local 
annual radiative forcing from a uniform reduction solar dimming is roughly 3 times larger in the tropics than in 
the polar regions (Figure 2b). A sinusoidal reduction in insolation which grows from zero at the Equator to peak 
at both poles, qualitatively similar in shape to that seen under high latitude SAI simulations produces a zonally 
integrated forcing which peaks in the mid-latitudes (Figure 2b).

Polar insolation is highly seasonal; the North Pole receives greater daily insolation than the Equator at the June 
solstice but receives essentially zero insolation through the winter months. As a result, in contrast to the situation 
at low latitudes, local instantaneous radiative forcing from polar SAI is strongly concentrated in summer, with 
negligible forcing in the winter months (Govindasamy & Caldeira, 2000). However, polar SAI can still impact the 
local climate during winter via changes to ocean heat uptake and sea ice during the sunlit seasons, and via changes 
to heat fluxes into the polar regions due to forcing from aerosols at lower latitudes (e.g., Moore et al., 2014).

Finally, we note that the path length through a layer of aerosols increases with higher zenith angle and thus with 
latitude. For example, if aerosols are uniformly distributed in a layer between 12 and 15 km altitude, and assum-
ing a no-refracting spherical shell atmosphere, the path length through the aerosol layer is approximately 10 times 
greater at midwinter at 60°N than when the sun is directly overhead. This means that if measured as a fraction of 
incoming radiation, the depletion of the solar beam due to a uniform scattering layer is largest at high latitudes, 
and in winter (Lamb, 1970, p. ∼462).

4.2. The Stratospheric Aerosol Distribution Under High Latitude Injection

The Brewer-Dobson circulation, which describes the mean meridional and vertical motions in the strato-
sphere, is characterized by rising in the tropics, poleward movement, and descent in the mid and high latitudes 
(Butchart, 2014). As a result, aerosols in the stratosphere are expected to spread polewards and to have a shorter 
lifetime if injected at high latitudes (Kravitz et al., 2017; Robock et al., 2008). The magnitude of this reduction 

Figure 2. Idealized schematic of the potential for solar geoengineering radiative forcing by latitude. (a) zonally averaged annual mean top of atmosphere insolation 
(W/m 2), and zonally averaged annual mean albedo (no units). (b) zonally averaged annual mean top of atmosphere change in net shortwave flux (W/m 2) from a 1% 
reduction in insolation (solid line), and from a sinusoidal reduction in insolation growing from 0% at the Equator to 2% at the poles (dashed). The sinusoidal insolation 
reduction is designed to qualitatively match simulated stratospheric aerosol transport under polar SAI as shown in Figure 1b. Albedo and insolation are calculated 
from the NASA-CERES satellite data product over the period 2000–2020 (NASA/LARC/SD/ASDC., 2015). Shortwave forcings assume that SAI does not change 
tropospheric or surface albedo.
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in aerosol lifetime depends on both the season of injection and its altitude (Toohey et al., 2019), and can be as 
great as a factor of four. For example, Robock et al. (2008) report an average lifetime of 3 months for injections 
at 68°N at 10–15 km altitude. This shorter lifetime means that the aerosol optical depth and local cooling per 
mass of sulfate injected under Arctic SAI is approximately doubled by limiting injection to the spring so that the 
aerosols are mostly present only during the sunlit months (W. R. Lee et al., 2021b). Maximizing the cooling per 
mass of injection would likely be advantageous, all else being equal, since it would reduce side effects such as 
sulfate deposition, as well as the cost of any implementation.

Model findings support the expectation that aerosols would spread polewards after injection, with various simula-
tions showing maxima in aerosol concentrations at or near the pole (Jackson et al., 2015; W. R. Lee et al., 2021b, 
and see Figure 1). However, both models and observations of atmospheric tracers also show equatorward spread 
of high latitude injections (Figure 1). W. R. Lee et al. (2021b), Robock et al. (2008), and Jackson et al. (2015) 
model injection at 60°, 68° and 79°N, respectively, and all three studies find that the resulting aerosol distribution 
extends at relatively high concentrations to around 30°N before dropping off quickly toward the Equator. As a 
result of this stratospheric transport, in combination with the strong increase in annual mean insolation as latitude 
decreases, the zonally integrated shortwave radiative forcing from a polar SAI deployment can peak well equa-
torward of the injection latitude (W. R. Lee et al., 2023).

4.3. Cooling Efficiency of Polar SAI

Solar dimming experiments have found that large (≳10%) local reductions in insolation northwards of around 
60°N would restore Arctic temperature under high emissions scenarios (Caldeira & Wood, 2008; MacCracken 
et al., 2013; Tilmes et al., 2014). To achieve the same restoration of Arctic sea ice or temperature, the percent-
age reduction in insolation required northwards of 60°N is approximately 4–5 times greater than the percentage 
global solar dimming (MacCracken et  al.,  2013; Tilmes et  al.,  2014). Larger local insolation reductions are 
required partly due to the lower absolute magnitude of insolation in the Arctic, but also because of local cloud 
feedbacks and compensatory northward heat fluxes. Tilmes et al. (2014) find that changes in Arctic clouds act 
to counteract local reductions in insolation, and several studies (Nalam et al., 2018; Tilmes et al., 2014) have 
shown that localized Arctic cooling raises the meridional temperature gradient, causing increased northward 
atmospheric heat fluxes.

Simulations of polar SAI also find that aerosol injection at high latitudes can restore Arctic (Jackson et al., 2015; 
W. R. Lee et al., 2021b, 2023; Nalam et al., 2018; Robock et al., 2008) and Antarctic (Nalam et al., 2018) temper-
atures. These SAI studies show a smaller difference in cooling efficiency between polar and global deployments 
than in solar dimming studies. W. R. Lee et al.  (2023) report around 50% more Arctic cooling per unit mass 
injection at 60N than injection at low latitudes. Nalam et al. (2018) find an approximately equal Arctic cooling 
per unit mass, and less Antarctic cooling, when compared to a globally uniform stratospheric aerosol distribution.

Part of the explanation for the difference between SAI and solar dimming studies may lie in the significant radi-
ative forcing from aerosols equatorward of the Arctic Circle in SAI simulations, expected given the latitudinal 
variation in insolation and albedo (see Figure 2). The maximum zonally integrated forcing in the Arctic SAI 
simulations of W. R. Lee et al. (2023) occurs well south of the injection latitude, at around 35°N. The resulting 
mid-latitude cooling then propagates to the Arctic via reduced northward heat fluxes; under a similar Arctic SAI 
scenario using the same model, W. R. Lee et al. (2021b) report compensatory heat fluxes which are an order of 
magnitude smaller than those found under one simulation of reduced insolation in only the region North of 60°N. 
Cooling efficiency is lower in the Antarctic than Arctic (Nalam et al., 2018), likely in part because the underlying 
albedo during local summer is higher in Antarctica due to the year-round land ice cover.

We now consider the cooling impact of polar SAI outside of the polar regions. Beginning again with the case of 
solar dimming, Caldeira and Wood (2008) show that global cooling is proportional to the area-integrated absolute 
reduction in insolation, that is, the reduction in solar energy input to the climate system, nearly independent of 
where that reduction occurs. This means that a very large reduction of ∼50% in Arctic insolation (North of 71°N) 
is required to cool the whole planet by the same amount as a global reduction of 1%, due to the low insolation 
and high albedo of this region (see Figure 2). For SAI, four studies (W. R. Lee et al., 2023; Nalam et al., 2018; 
Robock et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2020) model both Arctic/polar SAI and tropical SAI. Across these four studies, 
polar SAI with spring-time injection appears to be less efficient at global cooling than low latitude SAI by a factor 
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of around 2 (see Table S2 in Supporting Information S1), where efficiency is defined as °C global cooling per 
unit sulfate injection. Were we to consider polar SAI with injection spread over the whole year rather than limited 
to the spring, we would expect the polar SAI efficiency to drop, by approximately another factor of 2 (W. R. Lee 
et al., 2021b), because the shorter aerosol lifetime in the high latitudes (Kravitz et al., 2017; Robock et al., 2008) 
means few particles injected in autumn and winter would survive to have a radiative impact in the following 
summer. Considering the spatial pattern of cooling across the globe, studies with Arctic only deployment consist-
ently show patterns of cooling which peak at the pole and then reduce through the mid-latitudes to be close to 
zero in the opposite hemisphere (W. R. Lee et al., 2021b; W. R. Lee et al., 2023; Nalam et al., 2018), except in 
the case of very large Arctic injection magnitudes (100 Tg/year), for which significant cooling (∼1°C) has been 
simulated in the Southern Hemisphere (Sun et al., 2020).

4.4. Sea Ice and Arctic Hydrology Under Polar SAI

As polar-focused SAI would lower temperatures in the polar regions, it would offset many of the predominantly 
temperature driven climate impacts described in Section 3. Therefore, we do not now consider all these impacts, 
but will instead limit the discussion to sea ice and Arctic hydrology.

As was the case with global SAI (see Section 3.3), simulations show that with sufficiently large injection magni-
tudes, Arctic and Antarctic SAI can successfully restore summer sea ice to baseline levels under various high 
emissions pathways (Jackson et al., 2015; W. R. Lee et al., 2021b, 2023; Nalam et al., 2018). Restoration of sea ice 
using local SAI is more effective in local summer than winter (W. R. Lee et al., 2021b; Nalam et al., 2018). This 
difference is somewhat reduced for annual injection compared to spring only injection (W. R. Lee et al., 2021b; 
Nalam et al., 2018).

Localized polar insolation reductions have been found to increase latent heat flux into the polar regions (Nalam 
et al., 2018; Tilmes et al., 2014), resulting in precipitation increases in the Arctic and Antarctic relative both to 
pre-industrial and to a global solar dimming scenario (Nalam et al., 2018). In one simulation of Arctic insolation 
reduction under a high emissions scenario, while sea-ice volume is reduced by 34% compared to present, snow 
volume on the sea-ice is increased by approximately 50% (Tilmes et al., 2014). These precipitation changes raise 
the possibility that polar SAI might more effectively limit polar contributions to sea level rise than global SAI, 
since polar SAI might cool the Arctic and Antarctic while retaining part of the precipitation increases expected to 
increase accumulation on glaciers this century under warming scenarios (see Section 3.6). W. R. Lee et al. (2023) 
have conducted the only study yet to assess glacier surface mass balance (SMB) under polar SAI, although for 
Greenland only, and find that Arctic SAI is effective at restoring Greenland's SMB under future warming.

4.5. Global Precipitation Under Hemispheric SAI

While polar SAI could be hemispherically symmetric, various studies have simulated Arctic only deployments. 
In this section we assess the implications of the hemispherically asymmetric forcing implied by such scenarios 
on global rainfall. The Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is a band of low pressure, deep convection, and 
heavy rainfall at the rising branch of the Hadley cell, near the equator. The ITCZ migrates toward the warmer 
hemisphere, both on seasonal timescales (Schneider et al., 2014), and on long timescales in the paleo-climate 
record (Koutavas & Lynch-Stieglitz,  2004). Simulations of hemispherically asymmetric stratospheric aerosol 
loadings similarly show displacement of the ITCZ toward the warmer hemisphere (Haywood et al., 2013; Nalam 
et al., 2018). This displacement is approximately linear in the annual mean interhemispheric temperature differ-
ence, moving approximately 0.6° latitude per degree Celsius (Nalam et al., 2018). Simulations of SAI with injec-
tions limited to one hemisphere show the impacts of such a displacement; under one SAI scenario with injections 
limited to the Northern Hemisphere, there is decreased rainfall in the regions of Africa and South America 
lying between approximately 0° and 10°N leading to net primary productivity reductions in the Sahel region of 
60%–100% (Haywood et al., 2013). Under SAI with injection limited to the Southern Hemisphere, the opposite 
pattern is seen and widespread greening of the Sahel is observed, with net primary productivity increasing by 
over 100% (Haywood et al., 2013).

Simulations of SAI with injection limited to the Arctic region preferentially cool the Northern Hemisphere and, 
in the same manner as described above, they displace the ITCZ southwards (Jackson et al., 2015; W. R. Lee 
et al., 2023; Nalam et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020). Jackson et al. (2015) simulate SO2 injection over Svalbard 
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(78°55N) and generate a hemispheric cooling differential of approximately 1°C. This results in a substantial 
drying over the Sahel, Northern India, and parts of the Amazon. Qualitatively similar findings are consistent 
across Arctic SAI modeling. Simulations of SAI using multiple low-latitude injection sites commonly vary injec-
tion magnitudes to control for inter-hemispheric balance in order to avoid such tropical precipitation displacement 
(Kravitz et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2022; Tilmes et al., 2018) and similar hemispheric balancing appears possible 
for polar SAI (Nalam et al., 2018).

5. Polar Geoengineering Other Than SAI
5.1. Arctic Marine Cloud Brightening

Marine cloud brightening (MCB) is a proposal to increase the albedo of marine stratocumulus clouds to cool the 
planet. At global scales, modeling suggests spraying sea water droplets into a significant fraction of all marine 
stratocumulus clouds could produce a negative forcing of approximately the magnitude required to offset the 
warming from doubling CO2 (Latham et al., 2008). The principal mechanism for this cooling is that aerosols act 
as additional cloud condensation nuclei, increasing the cloud droplet number concentration and thus the albedo 
(Twomey, 1974). Direct scattering of incoming radiation by the sprayed aerosols, and the increased lifetime of 
smaller cloud droplets also add to the modeled cooling (Ahlm et al., 2017).

Field-tests of MCB have recently been carried out as part of a project aiming to reduce extreme heat exposure 
for the Great Barrier Reef (Tollefson, 2021). A similar local use of MCB in the Arctic or Antarctic could be 
envisioned. Most studies of MCB have considered liquid-phase clouds (Wang et al., 2011), which contain no ice 
particles. However, mixed-phase clouds, which do contain ice particles, are common in the Arctic (Shupe, 2011). 
One study has evaluated the efficacy of marine cloud brightening in this mixed-phase, Arctic regime, and finds 
that while the presence of ice particles makes MCB less effective, it could still produce a significant negative local 
radiative forcing, estimated at 11 W/m 2 (Kravitz et al., 2014). However, Tilmes et al. (2014) report that a forcing 
more than an order of magnitude greater is required to preserve sea ice under the RCP8.5 scenario, if this forcing 
is limited to the region poleward of 60°N, in part due to compensatory poleward latent and specific heat  fluxes. 
Such large local radiative forcings (on the order of 10% of insolation) have the potential to cause large land-sea 
temperature gradients, and associated hydrological changes (Kravitz et al., 2018). It is thought that the cost of 
global MCB might be broadly similar to that of global SAI, and therefore low compared to emissions mitigation 
and climate change damages (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2021). No assessment 
exists in the literature of the expected costs or logistical feasibility of an Arctic or Antarctic MCB deployment.

5.2. Cirrus Cloud Thinning in the Polar Winter

Cirrus cloud thinning (CCT) is a proposal to increase the outgoing longwave radiation from the earth by thinning 
cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016; Mitchell & Finnegan, 2009; Storelvmo 
et al., 2013). Cirrus clouds have both a cooling effect on the climate, due to reflection of incoming shortwave radi-
ation, and a warming effect, due to their absorption of outgoing longwave radiation and subsequent re-emission 
at lower temperature than the earth's surface. Globally, the warming effect is larger, and cirrus clouds have a net 
positive forcing of around 6 W/m 2 (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016). As a result, reducing the optical thickness or 
extent of cirrus clouds globally would cool the planet, potentially with a magnitude similar to that of anthropo-
genic warming to date (Storelvmo & Herger, 2014).

CCT would involve seeding clouds with artificial ice nuclei in the hope that this would result in the growth of 
fewer, larger, ice crystals and thus decrease both the lifetime and optical depth of the cirrus clouds (Mitchell & 
Finnegan, 2009). Whether seeding would achieve such changes is uncertain (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016; Penner 
et al., 2015), and warming due to counterproductive "overseeding" is also possible (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016; 
Storelvmo et al., 2013; Storelvmo & Herger, 2014). However, if CCT is viable, it would be most effective in the 
polar regions during winter, since in these conditions, clouds have only the longwave warming effect, and no 
shortwave cooling, due to the lack of insolation (Storelvmo & Herger, 2014). Additionally, concentrations of 
natural ice nuclei are lowest in the high latitudes (especially the Southern Hemisphere), potentially making seed-
ing more effective (Storelvmo & Herger, 2014).

Storelvmo and Herger  (2014) find that CCT over only the high latitudes during winter (15% of the earth is 
seeded at any one time) results in a cooling of 1.4°C, as large as for global seeding. In addition, the cooling 
pattern produced peaks in the polar regions, and significant restoration of both Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is 
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modeled. However, a later version of the same model cannot reproduce these findings (Penner et  al.,  2015). 
Gruber et al. (2019) use a high-resolution process model to study cirrus cloud seeding over the Arctic during 
winter, and find that the seeding does successfully reduce ice crystal number concentrations, leading to cooling. 
Were CCT to be effective in the Arctic, it would be the only geoengineering method discussed here to generate a 
radiative forcing during the winter months, which is the time of strongest Arctic amplification of warming (Cohen 
et al., 2014).

5.3. Surface Albedo Modification of Sea Ice

It may be possible to increase the albedo of sea ice under specific conditions by covering it in a layer of tiny 
reflective glass spheres (Field et  al., 2018). Some have therefore proposed a widespread deployment of such 
microspheres over Arctic sea ice to increase the albedo and thus increase sea-ice extent and volume (Field 
et al., 2018). However, while microspheres could brighten new ice (Field et al., 2018), which is typically thin 
and not snow covered, their non-zero absorbance means they may darken very high albedo surfaces, such as ice 
covered in thick snow. Webster and Warren (2022) consider the seasonal extents and spectral properties of the 
various surfaces present in the Arctic Ocean to show that the net effect of a uniform deployment of microspheres 
with ∼10% absorbance across the Arctic Ocean is a warming of the climate, with a positive radiative forcing of 
approximately 3 W/m 2 in the annual average. While significant albedo increases are modeled over new sea ice 
without snow cover, this is most extensive in the autumn and winter, when insolation is low, and as a result the 
radiative forcing achieved, while negative, is small (Webster & Warren, 2022).

Assuming it were possible to manufacture microspheres with perfect optical properties (i.e., with no absorb-
ance), Webster and Warren (2022) find that an annual mean radiative forcing of approximately −3 W/m 2 over 
the Arctic could be achieved via a uniform deployment over all sea ice in May. This is likely more than an 
order of magnitude too small to preserve Arctic climate under a high emissions scenario (Tilmes et al., 2014), 
and, globally averaged, is approximately 1% of the anthropogenic radiative forcing at end-century under SSP5-
8.5. It is not clear how logistics of such a deployment could be achieved. It would require annual spreading of 
∼4 × 10 11 kg of microspheres (Webster & Warren, 2022). Assuming the density quoted by Field et al. (2018), 
this is ∼3 × 10 9 m 3 of microspheres, which is approximately 50% of 2021 global annual containerized trade by 
volume (CTAD, 2022). Only specialized ships can navigate the central Arctic, and Arctic shipping routes are 
currently open to ice-strengthened vessels for only several months in the late summer. Deployment via aircraft is 
unlikely to be viable due to the large volume of material required (Field et al., 2018).

6. Summary
SAI would be expected to cool the polar regions and to restore the polar climate and cryosphere toward its present 
state under future warming scenarios (Berdahl et al., 2014; Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021). 
Simulations of SAI with low latitude or globally uniform injections generally under-cool the poles relative to 
the global mean, and thus see greater Arctic amplification and a greater change in the polar climate than under 
emissions mitigation only, at a given global temperature target (Berdahl et al., 2014; Ridley & Blockley, 2018). 
However, such polar under-cooling could likely be avoided with sufficient injection in the mid or high latitudes 
(Tilmes et al., 2018). There are only a small number of simulations of polar SAI, that is SAI with injections 
limited to regions of poleward of 60°. These simulations find that polar SAI would likely reduce change in polar 
climate somewhat more efficiently in terms of injection magnitude than global or low latitude injection, and 
would do so with less aerosol burden and cooling outside of the polar regions (W. R. Lee et al., 2021b; W. R. Lee 
et al., 2023; Nalam et al., 2018). Polar SAI, though, should still be considered a global, rather than regional, form 
of geoengineering. If injection was balanced across both hemispheres, all latitudes would see significant aerosol 
burdens and cooling (Section 4.2). Various studies have highlighted the important changes in tropical precipita-
tion expected under an SAI deployment in one hemisphere only (see Section 4.5). This effect is not unique to polar 
SAI (Haywood et al., 2013) and modeling suggests it can be minimized by the balancing of injections across hemi-
spheres (Kravitz et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2022; Tilmes et al., 2018). However, it does mean that a large Arctic-
only SAI deployment may be undesirable due to the drying of Northern Hemisphere low-latitude regions which 
would be expected as a result (Jackson et al., 2015; W. R. Lee et al., 2023; Nalam et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020).

There are various potential limitations in the ability of SAI to restore polar climate under global warming, as 
shown in Figure 3. First, since SAI only has a radiative forcing where there is sunlight to reflect, it cannot directly 
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cool the polar regions during the winter. In addition, stratospheric heating, which occurs as a side effect of 
SAI using sulfate particles, may cause winter-time warming over the high latitude Eurasian continent (Banerjee 
et al., 2021; A. Jones et al., 2021). Both effects contribute to an under-cooling, or even absolute warming in some 
regions, of the polar winter, and an associated suppression of the high latitude seasonal cycle (Jiang et al., 2019). 

Figure 3. Schematic showing interactions resulting in residual changes in the polar regions under global SAI, relative to a world at the same global mean temperature 
without SAI. The figure does not show the first order effect of SAI, which is to cool the planet and reverse the effects of climate change; instead it only shows the 
residual changes. "Radiative effects" refer to mechanisms associated directly with the reduction in downward shortwave radiation at the surface caused by aerosol 
scattering. "Dynamic effects" refer to changes mediated by altered atmospheric and/or oceanic dynamics. Studies suggesting each mechanism are labeled by lowercase 
letters, with the references given in Table 2. Studies suggesting outcomes without a clear associated mechanism are labeled inside boxes. Letters in red prefaced with 
"–" signs indicate that the study suggests the opposite sign of change to that indicated in the box. Dashed lines indicate more tentative links, which are inferred without 
reference to an SAI modeling study.

Table 2 
Studies Referenced in Figure 3

Label Citation Label (cont.) Citation (cont.)

a Govindasamy et al. (2003) k Fasullo et al. (2018)

b Henry and Merlis (2020) l Simpson et al. (2019)

c Jiang et al. (2019) m Mahajan et al. (2011)

d Fettweis et al. (2021) n Banerjee et al. (2021)

e A. Jones et al. (2021) o Zanchettin et al. (2014)

f McCusker et al. (2015) p Coupe et al. (2023)

g Moore et al. (2019) q Chen et al. (2023)

h W.R. Lee et al. (2023) r Visioni, MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher et al. (2021)

i Xie et al. (2022) s Berdahl et al. (2014)

j Fasullo and Richter (2023)
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Second, it is possible that a limited effectiveness of SAI to restore the Southern Ocean winds which drive 
upwelling of warm, deep waters around Antarctica might make SAI ineffective at preventing basal melting of ice 
shelves (McCusker et al., 2015), although this finding is as yet seen in only one model and the ocean circulation 
response to SAI is not consistent across versions of that model (Tilmes et al., 2020). This, in combination with 
the expected reduction in Antarctic precipitation under (low latitude) SAI relative to a warmer world (Visioni, 
MacMartin, Kravitz, Boucher, et al., 2021), raises the possibility that SAI could increase the Antarctic contribu-
tion to future sea level rise. Finally, localized cooling under polar SAI would cause changes to the atmospheric 
and oceanic meridional heat fluxes, with consequences including additional moisture flux into the polar regions 
(Nalam et al., 2018; Tilmes et al., 2014).

Marine cloud brightening and sea-ice albedo modification might produce a more localized polar cooling than 
SAI, but the limited evidence we have suggests that in both cases, the magnitude of this cooling would be insuf-
ficient to restore local climate under high emissions scenarios (Kravitz et al., 2014; Webster & Warren, 2022). 
Sea ice albedo modification appears unlikely to be capable of generating meaningful global climate impacts; 
the evidence reviewed above suggests that even in the best-case scenario, a marginal global cooling would be 
achieved via huge programmes of work requiring globally significant increases in manufacturing, shipping and 
CO2 emissions. Further, there is a risk that sea-ice albedo modification with glass microspheres could actually 
decrease the surface albedo (Webster & Warren, 2022). Cirrus cloud thinning is the only known proposal for 
geoengineering with the potential to directly alter the radiative forcing during polar winter, and therefore if 
combined with SAI might offer a means of avoiding the suppression of the seasonal cycle discussed above. 
However, whether cirrus cloud thinning would generate a cooling as intended, globally or in the polar regions, is 
still highly uncertain (Gasparini & Lohmann, 2016).

7. Recommendations for Research
The study of the regional impacts of solar geoengineering, including on the polar regions, is a relatively novel 
research area, and there are major gaps in our understanding to be addressed before the polar response to this 
intervention in the climate system can be well characterized. Here, we have assessed simulations of SAI ranging 
from the simple, in which prescribed magnitudes of aerosol are simulated, to the more complex, in which aerosol 
magnitudes and injection latitudes are varied using a feedback control system to control features of the climate. 
We have also seen simulations with deployment at high latitudes. However, no simulation has combined these 
approaches to model SAI using a feedback control system while including high latitude injection as an available 
option to that control system. This simulation would be an obvious next step and could be used to test the ability 
of geoengineering with a polar component to simultaneously manage both polar and non-polar features of the 
climate system. Further, high latitude injection scenarios could usefully be included in future GeoMIP iterations, 
to test the inter-model variation in findings discussed in Section 4.

Various studies have assessed polar climate and changes in the cryosphere under SAI but, with one exception 
(Ridley & Blockley,  2018), these studies do not compare polar change under SAI with non-geoengineered 
scenarios at a particular global mean temperature. As a result, they do not allow a quantitative statement to be 
made of the relative efficacy of global SAI versus emissions mitigation in preserving polar climate. A future 
multi-model study using the GeoMIP G6sulfur simulations could test the robustness of the greater Arctic ampli-
fication under SAI reported by Ridley and Blockley (2018) across models. Such a study could contribute signif-
icantly to our understanding by quantifying the relative contributions to any polar under-cooling under SAI from 
insolation patterns, latitudinal albedo variation, stratospheric aerosol distribution and changes in atmospheric and 
oceanic heat fluxes.

The 20% increase in AMOC strength under the GLENS SAI scenario (Fasullo et al., 2018) and the residual south-
ern ocean upwelling associated with basal melt of Antarctic ice sheets under SAI (McCusker et al., 2015) are 
findings with large implications for understanding the limitations of SAI in arresting change in the polar regions. 
Both findings are based on single model simulations, and are yet to be reproduced. As such a key research aim 
should be to, first, test whether these effects are present in other climate models, and second, develop the theo-
retical understanding of how variation in injection latitude might be expected to affect SAI's impact on these 
circulation changes.
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Data Availability Statement
Data for the GeoMIP simulations shown in Figure 1a can be downloaded from the Earth System Grid Federa-
tion CMIP6 archive (https://esgf-index1.ceda.ac.uk/search/cmip6-ceda/). Data for the high latitude stratospheric 
aerosol injection simulations shown in Figure 1b are available through the Cornell eCommons library (W. R. 
Lee et al., 2021a). The satellite data product for top of atmosphere albedo and insolation observations shown 
in Figure 2 can be downloaded from the NASA-CERES Atmospheric Science Data Store (NASA/LARC/SD/
ASDC., 2015). All python code needed to recreate Figures 1 and 2 is publicly available in a repository on Zenodo 
(Duffey, 2023).
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